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Nick's Life

On the surface, Nick Albert is your typical high school senior. But deep within, he faces a slew of
problems. He's reluctant to come out of the closet and profess his love for the new student Cam
Dylan. He fears facing ridicule and bullying from classmates if they find out that he is homosexual.
He wonders how his mother will react to his homosexuality.In addition, the sting from memories of
his abusive father cause Nick to have suicidal thoughts and require therapy.Nick must rely on his
network of good friends and his love for Cam to pull him out of his downward spiral.
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While I appreciated the perspective of a protagonist dealing with extremely complex psychological
issues navigating an unexpected first love, I can't reward this novel with a positive rating due to the
author's complete disregard for editing and formatting. Whether a stylistic choice or an error in
translating to Kindle, the paragraphs have no indentions. Dialogue is sometimes included within
paragraphs, and sometimes it isn't. The word "mate" every so often and a passing reference to
London hardly set the scene that this novel is supposedly taking place in England. There are more
than a dozen missing words, generally prepositions, that just negate the respect a writer who edits

his or her work would receive from me. I felt on more than one occasion that I was reading a first
draft, and not a final product fit for launch to Kindle.The plot is extremely predictable. Nick is
unrealistically coddled by everyone in his life, especially his oddly homoerotic stepbrother. I believed
absolutely none of any of the characters' motivations for speaking or acting in the manner they did.
The pity party Nick throws himself constantly is hardly a reasonable reaction to someone who has
been in consistent therapy and on appropriate medication. I feel the author suffered from what Nick
went through as a child, and this novel is how he wishes people would have been toward him
growing up. Everyone just seems to want to keep each other sick in this novel. The climax is almost
laughable.I read this novel in about 4 hours, and I'll never get that time back! If you like extremely
ignorant characters that need things explained to them in the most direct and specific way possible
before catching on to the obvious, bizarre displays of affection between teenage boys, and frequent
tangents about stray cats, you'll love this novel. Greg Cesaro is anything but an absolutely lovely
author.
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